
 

Mother Hen 

Establishing a pecking order 
Since 1978 

 
(912) 665-6074 

 

  
 

List of Services 
 

Bathrooms 
Sink thoroughly cleaned, disinfected and rinsed  
Tub and/or shower tiles thoroughly cleaned, disinfected and 

rinsed  
Chrome fixtures cleaned and shined  
Toilets disinfected inside and out, including base and behind  
Vanity top cleaned  
Towels changed (if left out)  
Mirrors cleaned  
Windowsills wiped down  
Trash emptied / Liners replaced 
Baseboards dusted or wiped  
Vacuum and/or steam clean floor  
Fingerprints removed from woodwork, door frames and switch 

plates  
 
Kitchen 

Counter tops and backsplash cleaned  
(all items removed and replaced)  

Cabinet fronts washed or dusted  
Sinks scrubbed and disinfected  
Floor vacuumed or washed  
Exterior of appliances (oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, stove 

top)  
Microwave interior cleaned as well 
Small appliances wiped  
Window sills cleaned  
Baseboards dusted or wiped  
Fingerprints removed from all woodwork, door frames  

and switch plates  
Trash emptied liners replaced 
Dishes Unloaded/ Loaded and washer started 
Wash or dust table and chairs  

 
Move Out/Move In Cleanings include  

Inside of cabinets and drawers  
Damp clean of baseboards as needed 
Sanitize all switch plates 
Standard Cleaning Checklist above 
Oven is $20 additional charge 

Bedrooms 
Carpets vacuumed  
Beds made 
Pet beds vacuumed 
Linens changed (if left out) 
All areas dusted - on top, on front and underneath  
Picture frames dusted  
Mirrors cleaned  
Windowsills cleaned  
Fingerprints washed from all woodwork, door frames and switch 

plates  
Vacuum under bed (if accessible)  
Trash emptied / Liners replaced 
Baseboards dusted  
Lampshades wiped down or dusted  
General straightening completed  

 
Other Living Areas, including Hallways  

All areas dusted - on top, on front and underneath  
Upholstered furniture vacuumed  
Cushions and pillows fluffed and straightened  
Hardwood or tile floors steam mopped  
Carpeted floors vacuumed  
Baseboards dusted and cobwebs removed  
Ceiling fans dusted 
Windowsills wiped down  
Fingerprints wiped from all woodwork, door frames and switch 

plates  
Glass tables cleaned  
Picture frames dusted  
Lamp shades wiped down or dusted  
General straightening completed 
Fold clothes in dryer 
Start washer with linens we remove 
Accommodate to fit each families needs - PRICELESS 

 
Mother Hen 
P.O. Box 181 

Guyton, GA 31312 
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